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Absiract

This paper is engaged in the development of the intelligent robot control system of
the robot ALR-4.1 for the construction. At this is necessary to solve great number
of tasks, for example the robot - technologies, design, control system, trajectory
planning, servodrive control, collision free motion planning etc.
This is solved at the state tasks of the Grant Agency of Czech Republic on the
topics " The Computer Control and Design of the Multiaxes Robots " and "The
Adaptive grippers for industrial robots ".

1. The possibilities of the robot application for the construction in Czech Republic

The construction production after the transformation of Czech state economics to the
private market orientated economics is developed quickly on the field of non-residential
buildings. This development is connected with the construction of banks, shops, industrial
production enterprises etc. The other fields are the Czech express high way and express
railway construction. For the future is also necessary quicker development of the residential
buildings. [10]
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2. The development on the field of robotics for the construction at TU Brno

is possible to divide:
a) The development of the series of multi purpose industrial robots for the construction,

machine industries etc. It was developed the series of industrial cartesian portal type
robots PRKM, the series of cartesian bridge type robots PRM and it is developed the

series of anthropomorphic 6-axes robots ALR-4 type.
The bridge type robots PRM-55 and PRM-200 are applicated in the construction indus-

try [6].
b) The analysis and preparation of the suitable robot technologies for the construction.

These technologies are possible to divide on:
- OFF-site robot technologies , for example the welding of the materials, the manipu-

lation with the construction materials, the preparation of the constructin prefabricates -

painting of the forms etc.
- ON-site robot technologies - for example the walls building up, the finishing works -

for example the walls plaster, painting etc.
- The catrastrophic effect removing - they are prepared at TU Brno the anthropo-

morphic angular heavy robots AHR series [1].

3. The development and the control of the anthropomorphic 6-axes robot ALR-4.1

At TU Brno we are developing 6-axes anthromorphic robot ALR-4.1 as the first member
of the prepared geometric series of ALR robots. [1]
The ALR-4.1 robot has own design, the harmonic gearboxes, el. servodrives with synchro-
nous motors and PC computer control system.
The software development for the 6-axes ALR robots:

The trajectory planning

a) the robot movement analysis, based on the transform matrix:

°T6 _
°Tl • 1 T2 • 2T3 ' 3T4 ' 4T5 ' 5T6

T - rotation matrix with translation

b) the robot movement synthesis, based on geometrical substitution and orthogonal

matrix:

3g,
= (°R3 )- 1 . °R6

R - rotation matrix

c) the robot movement simulation (see Fig . 1) based on the objects and functions of the

ALR-4. 1 robot movement program:

- frame - the object describing of the position and orientation of the robot end-
effector in the space,

- smove(frame&target) - the robot movement function - the linear interpolation,

- cmove - the robot movement function - the circle interpolation.
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Fig. I The robot ALR-4. 1 movement simulation
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d) The velocity generation for the ALR-4.1 robot servodrives control - based on the
program for the robot trajectory planning.
From the given robot trajectory and the ALR-4.1 robot trajectory planning program
(see above) we get the robot joint turning (see Fig. 2), that multiplied by the gear ratio
we get the servodrive turning and divided by the time interval specification we get the
servodrive velocity turning.
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Fig. 2 Robot ALR-4.1 and its trajectory generation for the servodrives control
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4. The development of the robot ALR-4. 1 collision free motion planning
for the construction

a) The classification and the dividing of the robot work space
The robot work space is possible to divide on the sub - spaces, for example after the
distance of the obstacle (see Fig. 3) :

1... VS - very small,
2... LS - little small,
3... NID - medium,
4... LB - little big,
5... VB - very big.

ti

Fig. 3 The robot ALR-4 .1 work space dividing

The distance is necessary evaluate in the three axes x, y, z.
This problem is three dimensional ( the combination of three distances in two geom.
levels).

The distance specification is connected with robot work space and velocity in the axes
x, z, Z.

For the future is necessary to use the dynamic dividing of the robot work space by using
of the dynamic optimalization (the logistic method of the operation research). Bigger ve-
locity means smaller time for the trajectory change.

b) ON- LINE robot control

Now we are preparing to use ultrasonic sensors for this robot and the computer robot
control based on the programs for the robot trajectory planning optimalization and the
robot servodrive control optimalization.
For the future we will be prepare multi-processor control system - each processor
will be control one task (for example the communication, the trajectory planning, the
servodrive optimalization, the evaluation of the information from the sensors etc.).
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c) The time and space robot movement analysis for the robot decision, how to continue
in its movement in the next time movement steps.
It is prepared the using of the dynamic optimalization robot trajectory movement (the
method of the LOGISTIC operation research)
We suppose to test this robot at first for the rectangular obstacle avoiding ( for example
at the robot painting of the walls etc.).
It will be necesary to decision, how to continue on its trajectory, if it is the line , the right
corner, the left corner etc. (the control strategy ).

d) The obstacle avoiding
Here we are using the solution from the research mentioned above and we are preparing
to use the FUZZY LOGIC for:
1) Quicker decision for the trajectory change:

- D : the distance of the obstacle (VS, LS, MD, LB, VB),
- S : the size of the obstacle (VS, LS, MD, LB, VB),
- V : the velocity function of the servodrive (VS, LS, MD, LB, VB),
- RC: the right corner,
- LC: the left corner,
- RCR: the right corner robot trajectory movement program ( new trajectory),

- LCR: the left corner robot trajectory movement program (new trajectory generation).
--> the trajectory (the velocity) change:

example : IF D = VS and S = VB THEN V = VS; IF RC THEN RCR;
IF LC THEN LCR;

2) The using of the FUZZY LOGIC for the servodrive control optimalization :
based on the position , the velocity , we get the optimalization of the servodrives
acceleration (see Fig. 4).
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VF .. Velocity feedback, D .. D regulator,
PCR ..PC robot control system , RS ...Robot scene,
Fuzzy ........ Fuzzy logic of the servodrive,
P1, P2, P3 . robot trajectory planning programs,
Robot fuzzy... Fuzzy logic of the robot scene.

Fig. 4 FUZZY LOGIC at the servodrive mechatronic control
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5. The relations between the robot system computer control and the management

factory control

The using of the knowledge from the Logistics (optimalization: linear, dynamic etc.), SPC
( statistical process control ), FUZZY LOGIC, Computer nets, CIM, Intelligent systems,
Heuristics etc.) for quicker decission, new models of the robot control - the factory mana-

gement control etc. [[2], [3], [8] etc.]
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